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“Creating the best sociable and interactive 
atmosphere for children to relax and read within.”



I am a reception teacher at St. Patrick’s Catholic Primary
School, a ½ form entry primary school, based in Plumsted, 
South-East London.

I acquired my EYTS at the University of Greenwich, and I am now a student once 
more, undertaking the QTS qualification.

The school highly believes in emphasising children's’ love for reading and providing 
them with learning experiences to enhance their development. This vision links with 
my research project. Conveying passion for reading we look to enhance it, through 
developing social reading environments.



OU Research inspiration and rationale
When I first started teaching, I noticed that the level of children’s reading, excluding school set reading, was 
quite low. The reading environment that the children had access to could have perhaps been better to 
heighten their pleasure and fun for reading and learning. After reading the Teachers as 
Readers (TaRs) research , I was inspired to change this. I opted to develop our 'social reading environment'
as a key factor shown in the TaRs research, to support a culture of reading for pleasure (RfP).

TaRs research states, “lots of things have developed together through the environment. Children 
relax – that creates an atmosphere too” (Cremin et al., 2014). From this, it helps to emphasise that 
the atmosphere in which children read in, can also lead to children relaxing and therefore feeling better 
about reading.

Cremin and Swann (2016) also state that the role of the environment, a relaxed ethos, and the space and 
support for choice and conversation about texts was also seen to be crucial. 



1. To develop my knowledge and understanding of reading 
environments that children will best respond to 

2. To create an awareness that everyone is responsible for 
promoting a love of reading – we should all work together to 
create new reading spaces that is accessible both inside and 
outside

3. To expand children’s reading experiences through their social 
reading environment (Cremin et al., 2014) and book variation 
(inc. BAME books)



What do you wish to have in the library area?

“It looks not nice when there’s no 
pictures.”

“We can read with other people.”

“I like reading with my friends.”



Reading environments
A fun, engaging and visually pleasing reading environment will automatically catch the 
attention of children, making them feel drawn to want to read for pleasure. We added bean bags, for the children to sit 
on, and soft toys, for children to use as characters from books or simply to read with them, and to them.

• A recommendation box has been trialed in early years and its next step is for it to be 
incorporated in other key stages. If a child wants to recommend a book, they simply take a note, 
write down why they recommend, slip it into the book, and place the book in the recommendation 
box for peers to pick up. This is to encourage peer discussions on books, discussing what they like 
or perhaps dislike about a book and who they would recommend it too. EYFS post printable notes 
inside.

• Within the Early Years, I also timetabled a 10–15-minute reading for pleasure 
session. This allows teachers and children to engage in discussions about books, especially picture 
books, to heighten the children’s imagination and story language

• I also suggested the idea of a monthly ‘Guest reader’ program that, when Covid restrictions 
allow, will be trialed within the Early Years and, if successful, will be adopted around the school in upper 
key stages.



Developing reading beyond the classroom

Within the Early Years, we implemented the idea of creating story sacks, bringing books to life for children. The story sacks would 
include the main text, soft toy characters associated to the text, and role play masks to give the children the chance to recreate the story 
and develop their story language. It helps to convey to children that a story can be uncovered in many ways, not just sitting and reading 
independently.
Within the outdoor area of the Early Years, there is a designated section for story sacks. Children have access to this through the free-flow 
learning system implemented, allowing children to access books when they are exploring their outdoor environment.



Outdoor/playground reading spaces
In order for children to access and experience books away from, and in addition 
to, their classrooms, I decided to reflect this within the playground and 
outdoor spaces that children have access too.

Eventually, if successful, I 
wish to expand this by 
having an actual outdoor 
library constructed for the 
children to use – to create a 
visually pleasing 
environment.



Book sort and variation
Historically, the Early Years library areas within the classroom have been mainly 
fiction texts, with a few non-fiction texts for children to engage with. It is important 
for children to have a variety of genres and book texts, expanding their knowledge 
and reflecting on the children’s own experiences, diversity and accessibility.

• New and colourful, engaging books.
• BAME books – reflecting the community to further engage attention and 

enthusiasm seeing a reflection of themselves
• New furniture unit – to allow for books to be sectioned and grouped accordingly.
• Children are encouraged to bring any books from home that are in good 

condition that they wish to share with the class and their peers.



What do you like about the new library area?

“I like the reading area because I 
can read with the teddy bears.”

“I like the display because it has 
butterflies.”



All the ideas that have been explored are still being undertaken within the school, 
mainly in Early Years, and hopefully by the end of the year it can be further reflected 
upon for upper key stages to implement.

Differences made:
• The children are attracted to reading within the areas developed, due to the 

comfort, and variety of new books that have been introduced.
• Teachers saw improvements in children's communication and language skills and 

their creative narratives.
• Feedback from parents – children are asking to read more at home, and have 

access to a variety of books.



Reflections on impact the research had on practice
We continue to monitor the progress of the changes including the recommendation box and 
playground library areas, and the next step would be to explore these ideas with upper key stages.

In practice, it has helped to uncover that we may become too familiar with the exisiting collection of books, 
and need to reflect upon the community of the children in our school and what books may be most appealing to 
them – this enhances children's engagement with books and heightens their pleasure in reading.

As in the TaRs' findings (Cremin et al., 2014), Our work has shown that well-planned social reading 
environments and regularly updating reading environments, based on the children’s interests, engages 
them to want to read for their own pleasure.



• Ideas to be presented through a staff meeting – to trial in upper 
key stages and give other teachers ideas on ways to further 
engage their class with reading

• Construction of an outdoor reading space
• Reading buddies to commence in the new school year
• Continue to develop book range
• Library theme for each term.




